Introduction
In recent years, languages accompanied by a commutability relation (over the alphabet of the language) have received a good deal of attention. The major motivation underlying this work can be phrased as follows.
Given a language and a commutability relation, the letters of the alphabet can be viewed as the actions associated with a distributed system. The commutability relation captures the causal independence (i.e. concurrency) of a pair of actions as and when they occur adjacent to each other. The language describes the behaviour of the system in terms of the possible sequences of actions that the system can exhibit. Hence, with the help of this framework, the tools and techniques of formal language theory can be applied to the study of distributed systems. The pioneering effort in this approach to the study of distributed systems is due to who defined the formalism called trace languuges. The theory of trace languages is well developed [l, 2, 131 . A second and closely related formalism called free partially commutative monoids has also received a good deal of attention [4, 6-l 1 , IS]. The aim of this paper is to provide some concrete evidence in support of the motivation outlined above which underlies the study of trace languages and related formalisms. In other words, we should like to relate trace languages to some concrete formalism that describes distributed systems. So far, "machine" models have been proposed only for a very restricted subclass of trace languages (see [14-16, 8, 271 ). Here we establish a close relationship between trace languages us a whole and the well-known model of distributed systems called et~nt structures. Event structures arise naturally in the theory of Petri nets [17] and they have a substantial theory mainly through the efforts of WinskelC24261.
An event structure is basically a partially ordered set of event occurrences together with a symmetric (and irreflexive) conflict relation. The partial-ordering relation is meant to capture causal dependency. The conflict relation models nondeterminacy (choice) so that two events that are in conflict cannot both occur in any stretch of behaviour. Consequently, two events that are neither ordered nor in conflict may occur concurrently (i.e. with no order). Actually, what we call event structures are often called prime event structures in the literature.
Since we deal only with prime event structures in this paper, we shall continue to refer to them simply as event structures.
Thus, in an event structure, the basic phenomena of a sequence, nondeterminism and concurrency, are represented in an explicit and clearly separated fashion. By labelling the events with the actions taken from some alphabet we get labelled event structures. Our characterization of trace languages is in terms of a subclass of labelled event structures. More specifically, we develop the means for associating a trace language with a labelled event structure belonging to our class with the help of a translating function fi We also show how to associate a labelled event structure (belonging to our class) with a trace language by means of a translating function g. We then prove that { composed with f is an isomorphism over the labelled event structures and that 9 composed with + is the identity function II over the trace languages.
In the next section, we introduce trace languages and the associated terminology. We then state some basic results that will contribute to establish the representation theorem. Labelled event structures are presented in Section 2 together with the axioms that identify the particular subclass of labelled event structures that we need. It is awkward to associate the notion of final state with a labelled event structure. Hence, we choose to work with an equivalent formalism called prime configuration structures.
These objects are presented in Section 3, where we also develop the tools for going back and forth between event structures and configuration structures.
The results developed in Section 3 have been achieved by Winskel in a larger setting [26] where he admits infinite configurations.
For our purposes it is appropriate to consider only finite configurations. Hence, we have chosen to provide an independent axiomatization which differs considerably from Winskel's and which is more geared to meeting needs of this paper.
In Sections 4 and 5, we prove our representation result linking trace languages to labelled event structures (via configuration structures). In the concluding section we review our work in the light of related literature.
We also sketch some possible applications of the work reported here.
Trace monoids
Throughout what follows, we fix a finite nonempty alphabet A. As usual, A* is the free monoid generated by A and E is the empty word. We let a, a', a", b, b', b", c, c', c" with or without subscripts to range over A and C, cr', 8, 5, t', <'I, r, r', r" with or without subscripts to range over A*.
We fix a symmetric irreflexive relation 6' c A x A called the commutation relation or independence relation over the alphabet. The congruence relation generated by 6 over A* will play a crucial role in our theory.
Definition.
The relation -A c A* x A* is given by c -& 5 iff there exists err, c2 in A* and (a, b) in B such that a=g,.ab. 02 and <=ol.ba.02. The relation -B is the reflexive and transitive closure of -;, .
For convenience, we write -instead of mB. This should cause no confusion.
Example.
abbacba-ababcba=ababcba-aabbcba=aabbcba-aabbcab. For any subset B of the alphabet A, Ill, is the morphism from A to B that erases occurrences of nonmembers of B. More precisely, (i) n,(s) = c; (ii) n,(ab) = HB(a)b if b$B and HB(ab) = n,(a) otherwise. As usual, 1~) denotes the length of cr and 1 cja the number of times the letter a appears in 0. Finally, we say that two words c and G' commute absolutely and denote it as 0 r g' iff every letter that occurs in 0 commutes with every letter that occurs in 0'. In other words, /o),>O and Ja'l,>O implies that (a, b)EQ. By convention E, the empty word, absolutely commutes with every other word.
The following result is well known [4, 181 and very useful for our purposes. We shall first establish a relationship between trace monoids and event structures. The first step is to associate a poset (partial ordered set) with A*/ -. 1.5. Definition. Let si, s2 be in A*/-. Then we set si asp iff 3a,~s, 3~~~s~ such that err is a prefix of oz.
It is easy to check that (A*/-, E) is a poset.
From now on we let s, s', s", t, t' and t" with or without subscripts range over A*/-. Proof. The proof follows easily from the definitions. 0
We now wish to establish a number of properties of (A*/-, c). These results will ease the task of associating an event structure with A*/-. Proof. Both parts of the lemma follow easily from Proposition 1.4. 0 1.8. Notation. Let PO =(X, <) be a poset (partial-order set) and let Y be a subset of X. Then u Y (n Y) d enotes the least upper bound (greatest lower bound) of Yin PO if it exists. In case Y={y,, y2} we write y,uy2 (y,ny2) instead of u {yl, y2}
(U{Yl* Y2)). Let Y be a subset of X in the poset PO. Then Yy denotes that Y is a consistent set. In other words, there exists y' such that for every y in Y, y E y' (once again, for Y= { yl, y2} we write y, r y2 instead of { yl, y2} 7). Y is said to be pairwise consistent iff for every pair of elements y' and y" in Y, y'ly".
The poset PO is said to be coherent iff every Jinite pairwise consistent subset of X has a least upper bound in X, and completely coherent iff every pairwise consistent subset of X has a least upper bound in X. Proof. Let s'=s.a' and s"=s.a". Let s1 be such that s'~s~ and s"E~~. Let 0, cr', CJ" and crl be elements of s, s', s" and sl, respectively. By Proposition 1.6 we can find w', w" in A* such that 0'~'~s~ and 8~"~s~ (see Fig. 1 ). We have ~~u'w'~cJ'w'~cT"w"~~~"w". Since a' # a", we know that q,,, Cl") (aa'w') # n,,., ~+7U"W"). 
Proof.
The situation claimed is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Let 0' and g" be in s' and s", respectively.
Then, clearly, ZI,,.,O,,,(a'.u') # 17,~~~~~~(a".u") since a'#~"; as a result, (a', a") belongs to 0. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of the previous lemma, and we omit it. 0
Proposition Let s, s' be in A*/-.
Then, (i) $sTs', then sus' exists; (ii) s n s' exists. Once again, the result of the above corollary is illustrated in Fig. 3 Proof. For n = 2 the result is stated in Lemma 1.9. Then the corollary follows easily by induction on n. 0
Event structures
An event structure is basically a partially ordered set of event occurrences, together with a symmetric conflict relation.
Definition.
An event structure is a triple ES =(E, 6, #), where (i) E is the set of events;
(ii) d c E x E is a partial-ordering relation, called the causality relation; (iii) # GE x E is an irreflexive and symmetric relation, called the conJiict relation; (iv) Ve,,ez,e,EEel#e2ande,6e,~e,#e,.
Example. Figure 4 presents an example of event structure. The events have been labelled to model a situation where a producer communicates items via an unbounded buffer to a consumer. The producer can stop after producing zero, one, or more items. Both the producer and the consumer are assumed to work in a sequential fashion. p stands for "produce", c for "consume" and s for "stop". The partial order relation is shown with the help of the corresponding Hasse diagram; it is the transitive and reflexive closure Of: Vi pi d pi+ 1 pi < Ci pi < Si Ci < Ci+ 1. Finally, the conflict relation is shown with the help of the closure under condition (iv) in Definition 2.1 of the minimal conflict relation: Vi pi+ I # Si. In the figure, we have shown only the minimal elements for the causality relation (as directed arcs) as well as for the conflict relation (as # # # # lines). Thus, p1 dcz because p1 <cl and c1 <c2. Moreover, s1 # p3 because s1 #PZ and ~26~~3.
The conflict relation may be understood in the following way: if two events e' and e" are in conflict, then they never occur together in the same execution of the system. The last clause in the definition ensures that the past of every event is consistent in the sense of being conflict-free. This will become clear once we introduce the notion of "configuration".
For any partial-ordered set (poset) (X, <) and any YG X, we set 1 Y for the subset {XEX 13~~ Y: x < y} and 7 Y for the subset {XEX 13~~ Y: y < x}, respectively referred to as the past and the future of Y. Again, for Y= { y}, we write _Iy (ty) instead of J {y} (t {y}). For an event structure ES = (E, d, # ), 1 and 1 are defined with respect to the causality relation d One restriction that our event structures will be required to satisfy is finitariness.
Definition. (i)
The poset (X, <) is$nitary iff: VxeX card(Jx)< co. (ii) The event structure ES=(E, 6, # ) is finitary iff: V~EE card(Je)< OZ.
From now on, unless otherwise stated, every poset and also every event structure that we encounter will be assumed to be jnitary.
2.3.
Definition. Let ES = (E, <, # ) be an event structure and c be a subset of E. Then, (i) c is conflict-free iff # n(c x c)=@; (ii) c is left-closed iff 1 CC c; (iii) c is a configuration iff c is both conflict-free and left-closed; (iv) Gs. m is the set of configurations of ES;
(v) Css is the set offinite configurations of ES, i.e. CES= {CECIL, co 1 card(c)< co}.
Thus, for the event structure shown in Fig. 4 , ( p1 }, { pl, cl, s1 } are configurations, whereas the subset { pl, cl, c2} is conflict-free but not closed in the past, and { pl, pz, sl} is left-closed b ut not conflict-free (conflict between pz and sl).
The following observation is a crucial one.
2.4.
Proposition. Let ES be an (finitary) event structure and e be an element in E. Then 1 e is a finite configuration of ES.
Proof. Follows easily from the definition of an event structure. Clearly, Je is leftclosed. Suppose now that e', e"EJe with e' # e". Then e # e' since e" < e and # is symmetric. But e # e' and e' < e implies e # e, which is a contradiction, because # is supposed to be irreflexive. q
From now on, unless otherwise stated, we will consider only the finite configurations of an event structure.
Two crucial properties possessed by the poset (CES, c) are coherence and prime algebraicity.
And this will play a crucial role in our representation results. The coherence was defined in 1.8. We shall now define the second idea.
2.5. Definition. Let PO =(X, <) be a poset, and let p be in X. Then p is a prime elementiffVYc_X(UYexistsandp<UY*3yEY:p<y).
PO is prime algebraic iff VxgX x = u { peX 1 p is a prime and p <x} Figure 5 shows an example of a poset which is not prime algebraic; we have indicated the prime elements by encircling them. The element e4 is not a prime because e4 < e3 u ez = e5, but neither e4 < e3 nor e4 < e2.
In [17] , a representation result is established, linking event structures to coherent prime algebraic posets. Based on this result, it is easy to establish the following theorem.
Theorem. Let ES=(E, <, #) be a jinitary event structure. Then (CES, G) is ajnitary, coherent prime algebraic poset, with 8 as the least element and ( Je 1 eEE} as the set of prime elements.
On the other hand, given a finitary, coherent prime algebraic poset PO =(X, <) with a least element, one can associate a finitary event structure with PO as follows. Let P be the set of prime elements of PO; define the relations 6' and #' in P x P by Then ES=(P, d', #') is an event structure and, more importantly, the posets (C,s, E) and PO are isomorphic. This is easy to prove using Theorem 2.6, and we shall not do so here. The point to keep in mind is that, using configurations ordered under inclusion, we can freely move back and forth between event structures and finitary, coherent prime algebraic posets that contain least elements.
To conclude this section, we now introduce the notion of labelling function, and some restrictions that one might choose to place on the labelling function, when dealing with trace languages. For this purpose, we need to identify three derived relations associated with an event structure.
Definition. (i)
A labelled event structure is a quadruple LES = (E, <, # , f) where (E, d, # ) is an event structure, and / : E+A is the labelling function.
(ii) The concurrency relation co is defined by Ve', 8~ E e' co e" o not (e' 6 e" V e" 6 e' V e' # e").
(iii) The immediate coqflicr relation #r is the symmetric binary relation such that
Ve', e"E E e' #,e" o (e' # e") A (Ve < e' e # e" = e = e').
(iv) The immediate successor relation Q is defined by Ye', e"E E e' Q e" o e' # e" A e' 6 e" A ( V'eE E e' < e de" * e' = e or e = e").
(v) A labelled event structure (E, 6, #, /) is said to be deterministically lubelled iff Ve', e"EE /(e')=/(e") =P not((e'#,e")
V (e'coe")).
(vi) The labelled event structure is said to satisfy the restriction of context-independent labelling iff For example, with the consumer and producer model, we get pi+ I #a si, ci co pi+ 1, and piGpi+r, PiGci, and also pi+1 #si_l, but notpi+I #,si_l and notcicopi. In order to be able to associate with LES a trace language, we usually require / to satisfy the two previous restrictions; the deterministic labelling one (referred as R,) allows one to define a product in the trace language: it reflects the fact that the set of finite configurations of the event structure is isomorphic to the quotient of a language in A* by some equivalence relation. The context-independent labelling condition (referred as RX) is necessary to define this equivalence relation starting with the alphabet:
it reflects the fact that, whenever two letters (I and b that are in the independence relation appear adjacent to each other, then they can be commuted. Usually, a language may be defined using some machines as, for example, an automaton.
But an event structure, viewed abstractly as an "automaton", does not naturally come with the notion of final states. Hence, we shall go over to a formalism called conjiguration structures, where the configurations can be interpreted as states and will occupy a central position. There it is natural to single out final configurations; moreover, this new formalism can be generalised in a smooth fashion as shown by the work of Winskel [24 -261. 3. Prime configuration structures 3.1. Definition. A (finitary) configuration structure is an ordered pair CS=(E, C), where E is a set (of events), and CcP(E) is a nonempty family of configurations of E satisfying: VceC card(c)< io (finitary) and: u (c 1 CEC} = E (full)
Note that in case E=Qj CES =(E, {s}) is th e only possible configuration structure over E. We wish to associate with each event structure a configuration structure. For identifying this subclass of configuration structures, we need to develop some terminology. In doing so, we shall make use of the notion of consistency and related notations that were introduced earlier (1.8). Let CS =(E, C) be a configuration structure: we consider then the poset (C, G). We define z(c), the set of events that are forward-enabled, and &I(C), the set of events that are backward-enabled, at a configuration c by Let c be a configuration, and UC E be a subset of E; we denote by c[u) the fact that u is a step at c, which intuitively means that events in u can occur concurrently at c, and is defined as follows: e[u) 0 uGi(c) A Ve', e"Eu cu{e'}rcu{e"}.
We can now identify the configurations that are of interest to us.
Definition.
A prime conjiguration structure is a configuration structure CS=(E, C) that satisfies the following requirements:
(AI) VCEC c#0 * ziz(c)#0;
642)
VCEC Vuc E card(u) < zc A c[u> * CUUGC;
(A3) vc, C'EC &t;(c)=&') * c=c'.
Theorem.
Let ES=(E, <, # ) be an event structure. Then (E, CES) is a prime conjiguration structure.
Proof. It is routine to verify that (E, Cm) enjoys the required properties. 0
It is more difficult to associate an event structure with a prime configuration structure CS=(E, C). Thanks to Theorem 2.6 however, we can achieve this by
showing that (C, z) is a finitary prime algebraic and coherent poset with a least element. The major part of this section is devoted to proving this result.
For the rest of the section, unless otherwise stated, the material to follow is developed w.r.t. a fixed prime configuration structure CS =(E, C). We let c, c', c" with or without subscripts range over C and e, e', e" with or without subscripts range over E. Finally, we often refer to the three clauses in Definition 3.2 as Ai, AZ, As.
We start with some useful facts.
Proposition. The empty set is u conjiguration: @EC.
Proof. As noted earlier, if E = 0, then C = {8}. Suppose E #@ Let e be in E. Then there exists at least one configuration c containing e (the family C covers E). Since c is not empty, so is L(c) not empty (by A,). Let e' be in z(c), and c' = c-{e'}: c' is a configuration, and card(c') < card(c), because they are finite sets. We now iterate the argument and obtain the empty configuration. 0 Proof. By induction on n = 1 c 1, using Proposition 3.5. n=O: Follows at once from the previous result. n > 0: Since c # 0, we can find eEz(c). Let c" = c -{e}. Clearly, card(c") = n -1 and c"cc'. Hence, by induction hypothesis, there exists a sequence w =e,e2e3 . ..ek in E*, and co, Cl, c2, . ..) ck in C such that cO =0, . , ck = c', and for any i, ci=ci_1u{ei}.
Proposition. Let c be a conjiguration
Hence, for some jG{1,2 ,..., k}, we must have ej= e. If j= 1, then c = ci, and the required result follows easily. So, assume that j > 1. Then e # e, and the situation is as shown in Fig. 6 . Clearly, e, e, Ed, and c 7 c1 Hence, c; = c" u {e, e, } is a configuration (A,), and we have the situation as shown in Fig. 7 . Since c, cl EC', we have c; cc'. The above argument can now be iterated at c; to eventually arrive at the required result. Proof. Every configuration is finite, and every event is contained in at least one configuration. Hence, for the event e, there is at least one minimal configuration containing it. Suppose that c1 and c2 are two minimal configurations containing e. Then, by previous lemma, z(c1)=&(c2)= {e}. We now have c1 =c2 by A3. 0 Proof. It suffices to show that c u c' is a configuration. First note that the empty set is a configuration (Proposition 3.4) which is included both in c and c'; thus, the set of configurations (C"[C"GC A C"GL"} is nonempty and finite (because c and c' are both finite). Let cO be one of its maximal elements (under G ). If co = c (c'), then cc c' (c's c) and c u c' = c u c' = c' (c). Hence, assume that co is strictly included both in c and c'. By Proposition 3.6, we can find events r,, e,, . . . , e, and configurations cr, c2, . . . , c, such that c = c,, and for every index i ci = ci 1 u {ei >, and events e, , e2, , e,, configurations c;, c;, . . . , CL such that cl= CL, and for every index i cj = cz_ 1 u {ei}. Clearly, n> 1, m> 1. We proceed by induction on k=n+m>2. k = 2: The situation for this case is shown in Fig. 8 . If e; = ez, then c2 = c'; which would imply that c; G c and c'i G cl. Since co = cb E c;, this would contradict the maximality of cO. Hence, e; #e2, and we get the situation shown in Fig. 9 . From c 7 c', it follows that for some configuration, say c", we must have c G c" and C'GC". Then C,GCGC" and c'i E C'E c". Hence, c1 UC; =c'; G c". But then c2 G c G c". We have shown now that cz 7 c';. It now follows that c1 [ { e2, e; } ) and that c2 u c'; = c1 u {e2, e'r } is also a configuration.
Proceeding in this fashion, we eventually obtain that c" "+ I =cuci =cu {e;} is also a configuration. Pictorially we have the situation shown in Fig. 10 . Clearly, cl+ 1 E c" (where c" is as before, such that CEC" and c' E c"). This is because c G c" and c: G c" and cz+ 1 = c u CL. But then c' E c" and, thus, ci+ 1 t c'. Next note that c', G c', and that c; G ci+ 1 with card(ci+ 1 -c;) = n and card(c; -cl) = m -1. Hence, the induction hypothesis applies to the pair of configurations ci+ 1 and c', and we have that ci+ 1 UC' is a configuration.
It is easy to check that cuc'=c;+l UC'. 0 3.12. Corollary. Let X be a set of conjigurations such that XT. Then u X exists and is given by u X = u {c 1 CGX}.
Proof. Since X 7, there exists a configuration c' such that for every c in X ccc'. Since c' is a finite set, X must also be finite. The result follows easily by induction on the cardinality of X, using the previous result. 0
We can now show that (C, G) is prime algebraic. The set of prime elements of this poset is denoted as PR(CS) and can be characterized as follows.
Theorem. PR(CS)= {[e] 1 eFE}.
Proof. We first note that the empty configuration is not a prime element because it is the lub of the empty set of configurations. Now consider JEPR(CS). Then p is not empty, and we must have G;(p) #8. We claim that 1 z(p)1 = 1. To see this, suppose that /z(p)1 > 1, and let e' and e" be two distinct elements in z(p). Then C' =p-{e'} and C" =p-{e"} are both configurations, with clearly C' u C" =p. But this implies that p z C'u C" = C' u C" which, in turn, would imply that p E C' or p c C", because p is supposed to be a prime element. Hence, indeed, I&( p)I G c~t.,J~CelICel~c). The containment in the other direction is obvious. 0
Our next task is to show that (C, C) is finitely coherent. We shall do this in two steps.
Lemma. Let D be a nonempty finite subset of E satisfying the following two conditions: (i) Vd', d"ED [d'] T Cd"]; (ii) VdED VeeE: [e] s [d] + eED. Then U { [d] I de D} exists and is equal to U { [d] I deD).
Proof. By induction on the cardinality k of D. k = 1: Trivial. 
It is easy to check that jJ([d]Id~D}=[d']=U{[d]Id~D}. I D'I = 2 with D'= {d', d"}: Then [d'] r Cd"] because D'E D. From Theorem 3.11, it follows that [d']u[d"]
is a configuration. Once again, it is easy to check that Proof. Let X be a finite set of configurations such that Vc', C"EX c'tc". Since (C, C) is obviously finitary, we now have the following theorem.
Theorem. Let CS=(E, C) be (I prime con&ration structure. Then (C, E) is a jinitary prime-algebraic and jinitely coherent poset.
We can now show how to associate an event structure with a prime configuration structure. To start with, we impose an ordering and conflict relation over the events of a prime configuration structure as follows. 
Proof. Trivial. 17
It turns out that this result combined with Theorem 3.3 gives us a representation result. To state this precisely, let us say that two configurations structures CS' = (E', C') and CS" =(E", C") are isomorphic, denoted by CS' z CS" iff there exists a bijection cp: E'+E" such that t/cc E CCC' iff q(c)~C". We shall say that two event structures ES' = (E', < ', # ') and ES" =(E", < ", # ") are isomorphic, denoted, once again, by abuse of notations as ES'= ES" iff there exists a bijectionf:
E'-+ E" such that Ve', e"EE' e' <'e" o ,f(e') < 'f'(e") and e' # 'e" -f(e') # 'f(e"). 
Proof. We must actually make extensive use of Theorem 3.17 and the contents of Theorem 2.6 to show this result. The details are, however, straightforward and we shall omit them. J We conclude this section by introducing labelled configuration structures.
Definition. A labelled coqfiguration structure is a triple CS =(E, C, d), where
CS=(E, C) is a configuration structure, and /: E+A is the /abelling function.
As we did in the case of event structures (see Definition 2.7). we can also define the relations #y, co" and -8' for the prime configuration structure CS =(E, C). The details are easy and we shall omit them. In what follows, given the prime configuration structure CS, we shall write # ,, instead of #F, co instead of co" and a instead of -8'. The two results that follow emphasize the viewpoint that prime configuration structures can be viewed as transition systems. The results will turn out to be useful in a later section.
Proposition. Let (E, C) be a configuration structure, and e', e" be in E. Then (e' #,,e" or e'coe") o (e'#e" and 3c~C: (e',e"~c~(c)).
Proof. Follows easily from the definition and from Theorem 3.20. 0 3.23. Proposition. Let (E, C) be a configuration structure, and e', e" be in E. Then e' me" + 3ceC: e'Ez(c) and e"&(cU {e'}).
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Proof. Let e', e" be in E such that e' ee". Let c" = [e"] -{e"}. Since e' Q e", we must have e'Ec". It is easy to verify that c'=c"-{e'} is also a configuration. 0
The event structure representation of a trace monoid
We now return to the study of the trace monoid (A*/--, c). We shall make extensive use of the notions of unit intervals and prime intervals to show that (A*/ -, E) is a prime algebraic and finitely coherent poset.
Definition.
The set of unit intervals of (A*/-, L) is denoted as UI and is the subset of (A*/-) x A x (A*/-) defined as follows: UI={(s, a, s')( s'=s.a}.
An ordering can be imposed on UI as follows. Fig. 11 .)
It easy to check that 4 is a partial ordering over UI. We now introduce an equivalence relation over UI as follows. a least element under the order relation 6. In order to prove it, it will be convenient to introduce some notations.
Let i' and i" be in UI, and define as usual the immediate successor relation: i' Bi" iff i' 6 i", i' # i", and ViE UI i' < i G i" * i' = i or i = i". We also let l s be the set of immediate predecessors of s and define it as l s= {s' I%zEA: (s, a, s')EUI}. Finally, for any interval i in UI, we will let [i] denotes the equivalence class containing i. More precisely,
In addition, for any s in A*/-we shall define the length lg(s) of s as the length of any M! in s (by Proposition 1.4 lg is a well-defined function).
Lemma. Let (s', a, t') and (s", U, t") be in UI and suck that (s', a, t') <(s", a, t").
Then lg(t') < lg(t"). Moreover, tkere exists u sequence of unit intervals i,,, iI, . . . , i, which satisjies the ,followiny conditions:
Proof. Let cr be such that . 
Proof.
We proceed by induction on n. Clearly n #O, because i0 is a minimal element and infl 4i, by hypothesis. So, consider the following two cases: n = 1: Then, since i0 is minimal, it follows at once from Lemma 4.7 that i0 = i, + 1. contains only one minimal element, then it is the least, due to the second part of the lemma. Suppose now that it contains two distinct minimal elements (s', a, t') and (s", a, t"). Then we can find a sequence of unit intervals iO, iI,. . . , i, of minimum length such that i,=(s',u, t'), i,,=(s)', a, t") and VkE{O ,..., n-l} ik4ik+1 or ik+l -+ik. Since both i0 and i, are minimal, we must have i0 4il and i, +i,_ 1. Hence, there must exist someIin {1,2,..., n} such that i04il < ... < il and il+ 1 4il. But then by Lemma 4.8 i,, 4 il + 1 . Let i, + I = (u, a, u'). Clearly, lg(u') -lg(t') = I-1. Hence, by Lemma 4.8 we can find a sequence (of length I-1) of unit intervals ib, i;, . , ii_ I such that ib = i0 and i;_l=il+l andforanykin{O,...,/-l}i;<' QZ~+ 1. But this implies that the sequence .I 10, i;, . ..) i;_111+2, . . . , i, of unit intervals also satisfies the required properties and the length of this sequence is strictly less than that of the sequence iO, il, . . , i,. This is a contradiction; thus, the result follows. 0 4.10. Definition. (i) The set of prime intervals of (A*/=:, c) is denoted as PI and is the subset of UI given joy PI={~EUI 1 i is the least element of [in }.
(ii) Set by definition PR = (s' I3(s, a, s')EPI} (PR will turn out to be the set of prime elements of (A*/-, c). (iii) Set also, for any s in A*/-, PR(~)={~EPR 1~~s).
Corollary. Let s be in A*/-.
Then s is in PR ifs 1.~1 = 1
Proof. Follows easily from Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.9. 0
Actually, we are yet to prove that PR is the set of prime elements of (A*/-, L). It will be convenient to establish some preliminary results which will turn out to be useful for later purposes also.
Lemma. Let s' = s.u and (t, LZ, p) be the least element of[(s, a, s')]. In other words, {(t34p)J=PI E( n s, a, s')J. Then PR(s')= PR(s)u {p).
Proof. By induction on k=lg(s). q ES so that qEPR(s). So, suppose that s" #s. Then there exists u = sns" such that u.a=s". By the induction hypothesis PR(s") = PR(u)u (p} (clearly, (u, a, s") 4 (s, u, s')). The situation is as shown below in Fig. 15 . Then, as q #p, q belongs to PR(u), which implies that qcs, and we are done. 0 By the results of Sections 2 and 3 we now have the means of associating an event structure and a prime configuration structure with each trace monoid. Actually, we need to associate a labelled event structure (and a labelled configuration structure) with a trace monoid. This can be done as follows. and e"Es}, (iv) VeEE F(e)=a iff (s, a, e)EPI, where {s) =*e and PI is the set of prime intervals in TM. Proof. Follows easily from Theorems 4.18, 2.6 and the remark following Theorem 2.5. 0
We can also associate a prime configuration structure with a trace monoid as follows. Before stating our next result, we recall that with the prime configuration structure CS we can associate the relations <, #, co, #,, Q (see Definition 3.18 and Propositions 3.22 and 3.23 after dropping the superscripts). The restrictions of nice labelling (R,) and context-independent labelling (R2) on the labelling function can then be transported to labelled prime configuration structures. These two transported restrictions are referred to as R; and R;. We then get the following theorem. Proof. Once again, the proof follows easily from Theorems 4.19 and 3.16. 0
Restricted configuration structures and their trace monoids
We now wish to show how to associate a trace monoid with a labelled event structure satisfying certain restrictions. In fact, anticipating the need of dealing with final states, we shall work with prime configuration structures that satisfy certain restrictions. These restrictions have been stated already in Theorem 4.23.
Definition.
A trace configuration structure (over the alphabet A), is a labelled prime configuration structure TCS = (E, C, P) which satisfies (i) VCEC Is(c)1 = I Al; (ii) t satisfies the restrictions R; and R; (recall that R; and R; are RI and R, transported to labelled prime configuration structure in the obvious way).
In order to associate a trace monoid with the structure defined above, we must extract a commutability relation over A. This can be done as follows.
5.2.
Definition. Let TCS =(E, C, /) be a trace configuration structure over the alphabet A.
0) 0 TCS G A x A is the commutability relation induced by TCS and is given by ~Tcs={(a,b)~~-l(a)xt-'(b)nco#~};
(ii) -TCS is the least congruence relation over A* generated by &cs in the obvious way; In order to show that A*/wTCS is a trace monoid which, under <r,--, enjoys the desired properties, a few preliminary observations are in order. Let TCS = (E, C, f) be a trace configuration structure (over A). Then by virtue of Proposition 3.5, given a configuration c, we can find a sequence of events e, e2.. . e, in E* and a sequence of configurations cOcl . . C, such that @=cO, c=c, and for O<i<n, ci+l-ci={ei). One could say that the event ci occurs at ci to lead to the configuration ci+ 1. Indeed, one could say that the sequence of events elez . . . e, occurs at 0 to lead to c. Hence, it is rather natural to associate a set of jiriny sequences with a trace configuration structure. It will be convenient to define it inductively with the help of a 3-place "transition relation" [) c (0) x E* x c. In what follows, we shall write @[w)c instead of (0, U', (.&I).
Definition.
(i) The set of firing sequences of TCS is denoted as BY and is the least subset of E* given by The relatonship between bTCS and the notions introduced above can be brought out as follows.
Proposition. (i) mTCS is irrejexive and symmetric;
(ii) YF,V=A*; (iii) Vkt',, w,EF,Y F(w1)=/(w2) @wi =w2; (iv) Let ~EC and a~FFY(c).
Then [o] =Y'PY(c),
where [o] is the -Tcs-equivalence class containing 0.
Proof. (i) follows easily from the definitions.
(ii) follows easily from the fact that iG(c)i = 1 Al for every CEC.
(iii) To prove the third part, we merely need to show that wi =w2 in case /(w1)=/(w2). If /wil =O, then obviously w1 = w~=E. So, suppose that lwil30, so that ~.i=w~.e, and w2=w;.e2 for some e,,ezEE with j~'~~=Iw;l=lw-l. Then, since /(w1)=/(w2) implies that /(We)=/, we have from the induction hypothesis that w', =w;. Let C'EC such that @[w,)c'. Since e,, e2E~(c),/(e,)=/(e,)andI~(c)l=iAI, we must have e, =e2.
(iv) To prove the last part, let a'~[cr] such that for some cri, cr2 in A* and some a, h Proof. The proof is lengthly but straightforward; it makes repeated references to Theorem 4.23 and Proposition 5.4 and we omit it. 0
To conclude this section we finally consider trace languages and their representations in terms of trace configuration structures. Recall that a trace language is just a subset (of the equivalence classes) of a trace monoid. To single out the elements of such a subset, we need to extend the notion of a trace configuration structure to include final states. For convenience, we refer to these extended objects also as trace configuration structures.
5.7. Definition. A trace conjiguration structure (with jinal states) is a 4-tuple TCS =(E, C, /, F), where (E, C, a) is a trace configuration structure in the sense of Definition 5.1 and F G C is the set of final configurations of TCS.
Let LsA*/-= TM. Then with L we associate the trace configuration structure (E, C, d, F), where (E, C, e) = TCSTM as in Definition 4.22 and F = { PR(t) 1 teL} (recall that PR denotes the set of prime states of (A*/-,) and PR(t)=(pePR, p(t)).
On the other hand, given a trace configuration structure TCS = (E, C, P, F), then we associate with it the trace language LG A*,JN~~~, where L is given by It is easy to check that we have now a representation of trace languages in terms of trace configuration structures and vice versa. Once again, we omit all details.
Conclusion
In this paper we have established a strong relationship between trace monoids and labelled event structures. As a consequence, we can characterize trace monoids in terms of a restricted class of labelled event structures. Using the notion of labelled prime configuration structures, which are "equivalent" to labelled event structures, we have been able to extend our results to trace languages in general.
The first restriction (R,) placed on the labelling functions is in some sense natural. It captures the requirement that the "obvious" transition system one associates with a trace monoid should be drterministic. The second restriction (R2) is not so natural. It reflects the restrictive modelling power of trace languages, which is a consequence of the fact that the commutability relation is fixed once and for all; it is independent of context. Thus, the kind of behaviour modelled by the labelled event structure shown in Fig. 4 cannot be captured by the trace theory formalism. The first author has shown in [20] that it is, however, possible to generalize the notion of trace language in such a way that labelled event structures such as shown in Fig. 4 can be handled. The main idea is to define a commutability relation which is dependent on the "current state" denoted by some equivalence class of strings.
As hinted at in the introduction, it is possible to associate a regular trace language with safe Petri nets [ 141. Recently, it has been reported by Zielonka [27] and Cori and Metivier [S] that recognizable trace languages can be precisely captured with the help of a certain kind of asynchronous automata; these automata may be viewed as a restricted kind of labelled safe Petri nets (what we mean by recognizable trace language is a subset Tc A*/ -such that u {t 1 TV T) is a recognizable subset of A*). In this paper we have been able to handle the whole class of trace languages and provide "models" for them. Admittedly, our models are somewhat abstract but they happen to be well-understood objects having a substantial theory. The relationship between trace languages and event structures was first observed in [22] . More specifically, the prime algebraicity of certain kinds of trace posets has been established with an explicit characterization of the prime elements which is exactly our ~ independently discovered ~ characterization. However, no explicit representation results are worked out in [22] . The prime algebraicity of trace posets has also been noted in [3] .
We wish to conclude with, what we think, is an interesting conjecture. Let ES =(E, 6. # ) be an event structure and let X be a subset of E. We may that X is a (forward) branching set iff V-Y, JEX .Y #y * x #fly or x co y. We say that ES isfinitely branching iff there exists an integer k such that for every branching subset X of E ) XI <k. Finally, we say that the event structure ES =(E, 6, # ) has deterministic labelling iff there exists a $finite alphabet set A and a labelling function /: E-+A such that e#,e' or PCOP' implies that /(c)#/(e').
Conjecture. An event structure has u deterministic luhelling {ff it is,finitely branching.
